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The Plan and the Man 
Hebrews 2:5-18 
 
Do you have a film of the year?  

I think I can nominate the film I enjoyed the most. 
Now I’m no film critic, but as they say, I know what I like! 

 
Bohemian Rhapsody was the film I enjoyed most,  
 (it was actually released last year, but I saw it this year!) 

it’s what they call a biopic, a film about a famous individual’s life.  
 
Bohemian Rhapsody was about Freddy Mercury, the lead singer of Queen.  

And the actor Rami Malek underwent a metamorphosis  
to become the main character.  

 
Within the film they recreate the famous Queen performance at the Live Aid concert,  

down to the detail of the plastic cups on the piano.   
And so here is a picture of Rami Malek portraying Freddy Mercury at Live Aid, 
And for his portrayal of the British singer  
Rami Malek was awarded the Oscar for best actor. 

 
It’s what’s actors do for a living,  

they undergo a change and for a time enter into a new existence. 
Some actors take it very seriously,  
employing the method acting technique  
where they aim for complete emotional identification with the character. 
Daniel Day Lewis is known to remain in character between takes. 
Director says cut,  
and Daniel Day Lewis keep his accent,  
requests that he be called by his characters name,  
stays in wardrobe and so on.  
Complete identification—  
or at least  as complete an identification as an actor is ever going to achieve. 

 
The reason I’m asking you to think a bit about what great actors do,  

is that it starts to help us think about  
what was achieved at the very first Christmas.  
I say starts to help  
because when God the Son became human in Bethlehem all those years ago, he 
wasn’t simply imitating a human being for a time like an actor. 
Rather he actually became human:  
a complete physical and emotional identification for all time. 

 
Looking at Rami Malek, I can still tell the difference,  

he’s smaller in stature than Freddie Mercury,  
his mustache looks different, the face is not quite the same.  
It’s close, but he’s not actually Freddy.  
When God the Son became one of us, the identification was complete. 
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And so why did God the Son undergo this change?  
Why did God think it important to descend to our level and become human? 
And why do we celebrate this event all these years later?  
No actor gets a public holiday in honour of their transformation, why Jesus? 

 
To help us think this through we are heading outside the Gospels  

to another part of the New Testament.  
The stories of the infant Jesus aren’t the only place  
where we learn something of the importance of Christmas,  
the book of Hebrews has something to teach us too. 

 
The title I’ve given this talk is “The plan and the man”;  

God has a great plan that is being achieved through a man,  
that man is Jesus and the majority of this passage is about him.  

 
But the plan tells us why the ministry of Jesus is important, and the plan involves us. 

We see it outlined for us at the beginning of our passage, reading from v6. 
But there is a place where someone has testified: “What is mankind that you are mindful of them, 
a son of man that you care for him? You made them a little lower than the angels; you crowned 
them with glory and honor and put everything under their feet.” 

 
Christmas is a time when our faith in humankind can be tested. 

I read an article just yesterday  
about how driver impatience peaks in December,  
especially in shopping car parks.  
There was one incident  
where a driver actually nudged another car with her own vehicle  
because she thought they were being too slow!  
This led to a physical person-to-person confrontation.  

 
Despite the good cheer that the season is meant to invoke,  

we often find ourselves rolling our eyes at our fellow human beings. 
 
But the Bible is much more positive about the human race. 

Of all the creatures, it’s the human race that receives God special attention. 
The writer to the Hebrews is quoting Psalm 8 in these verses,  
and he says with wonder What is mankind that you are mindful of them,  
a son of man that you care for him?  

Maybe he’d visited a car park or two on Christmas Eve!  
How incredible, that God would care for us! 

 
It’s true that in some senses we are a little lower than the angels,  

we are lower in that our domain is here on earth and not in the heavens, 
and yet we are told that we have been crowned with glory and honour, 

 
The picture here is of a race of kings and queens.  

You may have seen footage of the opening of the British parliament last week.  
The Queen enters into the chamber behind a servant carrying the crown, she’s 
the one who is able to sit on the throne,  
she’s the one who has the position of honor,  
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and the Bible says that of all God’s creation,  
it’s human beings who hold that lofty position. 

 
It’s a position of great power, where everything has been put under our feet. 

 To stand with something under your feet  
is to stand in a position of utter dominance,  
it’s to stand on top of the pile, at the apex of everything,  
and the Bible says that the honour that God has granted the human race. 
In putting everything under them, Hebrews explains,  
God left nothing that is not subject to them. 

 
But there’s a problem, isn’t there?  

There are plenty of examples  
of human power being used in dishonorable ways, 

 
And there are times when it seems that we’re not in control,  

when we seem to be at the complete mercy of the world.  
The footage of some of the fires has been frightening.  
When the conditions are catastrophic, we’re told,  
“don’t stay and defend, your only option is to leave while you can!” 
In those situations, it doesn’t seem like we’re in charge! 
And so the writer to the Hebrews also says at the end of verse 8 
Yet at present we do not see everything subject to them 

 
So there is this grand plan to establish human beings  

as these glorious, incomparable creatures,  
yet the reality falls far short of the ideal; the plan has run into trouble. 

 
And so we move from the plan, to the man.  

How is it that God’s lofty goal for human kind might be achieved? 
Well, it will be achieved through Jesus,  
the one whose birth in remembered at Christmas. 

 Verse 9 But we do see Jesus, who was made lower than the angels for a little while,  

now crowned with glory and honor. And then in verse 10 In bringing many sons and 
daughters to glory, it was fitting that God, for whom and through whom everything exists, should 
make the pioneer of their salvation perfect through what he suffered. 

 

It’s the first of two places in Hebrews  
where Jesus is referred to as the pioneer of salvation. 

 
What is a pioneer? They’re the first to achieve something, aren’t they? 

The first to enter into a new tract of land,  
the first to develop a new technology. 
Well, Jesus was the first to be perfected as an eternal human. 
After he died and was buried,  
he was raised to life as one who would never die again. 

 
And what does the idea of a pioneer imply? It implies that others will follow. 

As much as we think it’s remarkable that Jesus was raised from the dead,  
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there is coming a day when it will be the common experience for everyone: those 
whose faith is in Christ will be raised to life,  
those whose haven’t believed will be raised to face God’s judgment. 

 
Pioneers are a different to explorers;  

explorers take a look at a new environment and then make their return,  
while pioneers walk into a new land and make it their home,  
allowing subsequent generations to follow.  
And follow him we will, if our faith is in the Lord Jesus. 

 
One of our prayer points that we’ve had on the back of the bulletin recently  

has been to remember those who are celebrating Christmas  
after the loss of a loved one.  
Christmas can be a very sad time for people who are bereaved,  
but if Jesus is the pioneer of perfected, eternal humanity,  
then that does offer some real consolation  
because he has opened up the way for others to follow him into eternal life. 

 
As we remember Jodi Chapman and her children after Bruce’s death last May,  

we also remember that Bruce has followed Jesus into eternal perfection,  
and that is a comfort. 

 
But the comfort we have isn’t just about the future. 

As well as being the pioneer of perfected humanity,  
Jesus is also described in more personal terms, he’s described as our brother. 
Verse 11 Both the one who makes people holy and those who are made holy are of the same 
family. So Jesus is not ashamed to call them brothers and sisters. 12 He says, “I will declare your 
name to my brothers and sisters; in the assembly I will sing your praises.” 

I mentioned before how Christmas can test our faith in humankind,  
it can also test the faith we have in our own families.  
I was listening to the radio two days ago and they’d brought in a psychologist to 
give listeners advice on how to best handle the family get-together. 
So some might need convincing as to why to Jesus should be a brother,  

 
But if we are disappointed by our family members  

it’s often because we know what we might like to have as a sibling  
and so we have a sense what it is we’re missing out on. 

 
Jesus is the kind of brother we know we want.  

One who understands our situation,  
 One in whom we find a sympathetic friend who is willing to help— 

as we read right at the end of our passage: Because he himself suffered when he was 
tempted, he is able to help those who are being tempted— 
In Jesus we have a brother who speaks to our Father on our behalf. 

 
The benefit of knowing Jesus isn’t only restricted to the benefits of eternal life— 

as our brother he is able to help us with our present needs too. 
 
And brothers are made when there’s a new birth in the family,  
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and so our passage finishes with a focus on Jesus being made human. 
Verse 14 Since the children have flesh and blood, he too shared in their humanity so that by his 
death he might break the power of him who holds the power of death—that is, the devil—15 and 
free those who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of death. 

 
It’s like this passage in Hebrews has been working through Jesus’ career backwards: 
 we started with Jesus as the resurrected and perfected human,  

and now we fall back to his becoming human.  
 
In fact, you could understand his birth and his eternal elevation  

as the two ends of a chain of events. 
In the middle of the chain you have Christ’s death  
which in v14 is described as an event which breaks the power of the devil. 

 
The Devil is known in the Bible as the great accuser.  

In fact, that is what the name Satan means, the accuser.  
He’s the one who likes to point the finger at all of us,  
reminding God that our sins deserve an eternal death sentence.  

 
But the death of Jesus disarms the Devil. How so?  

Verse 17 For this reason he [that is, Jesus] had to be made like them [that is us], fully 
human in every way, in order that he might become a merciful and faithful high priest in service 
to God, and that he might make atonement for the sins of the people. 

 

The writer to the Hebrews is using an image from the Old Testament  
of the high priest entering into the temple to make a blood sacrifice in order  

to make satisfaction for the sins of the people. 
And he’s saying that the death of Jesus—a human death— 
was the blood sacrifice that atones for our sin.  
Human sins need a human form of compensation, 
And so, as it was said back in verse 9, Jesus suffered death, so that by the grace of God he 
might taste death for everyone.  

 
The result of this priest-like service provided by Jesus  

is that the devil cannot accuse us anymore,  
and if we can no longer be accused on account of our sins,  
then together with Jesus, we too will enter into eternal life. 
This is how Jesus brings many sons and daughters to glory as it says in verse 10; 
He provides the atonement necessary for human sin. 

 
And so this is why Jesus becoming human is so important,  

it’s the first step in a process  
that saw him taste death and make atonement for the sins of humanity,  

before being made perfect with all glory and honour. 
It’s the first step on path that provides a way for us to beat death  

and end up with eternal life. 
 
On Christmas day it’s a common question to ask  

“What are your plans after church? how are you spending the day?” 
I’ll tell you our family’s plans.  
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We’re driving to Carlingford to have lunch with my Mum and Dad.  
Just a drive down Pennant Hills road, one of the most congested in Australia. 
Perhaps not too bad today, but ordinarily it’s a shocker.  

 
One thing I’m looking forward to in 2020 is when they open the northconnex.  

Zero traffic lights between here and Carlingford;  
a clear path to our destination.  
It will be even better when we go up to mountains to visit Jasmine’s parents; The 
first set of lights will be Glenbrook! 
This is the gift of a clear path.  

 
We’ll still have to pay tolls so it not a perfect illustration of the free gift of eternal life,  

and even though the current way is slow it still gets us there,  
so the illustration falls down there as well,  

but Jesus does cut a path for our benefit,  
it’s the only path that works,  

and it could only happen if he became human. 
 
We spoke about actors doing their best to become one with their character. 

The Hollywood establishment really like this kind of role. 
When you look at the recent winners of the Oscar for best actor,  
many of them have been awarded to actors portraying real people 
Rami Malek won for Freddie Mercury 
Gary Oldman for Winston Churhill 
Eddie Redmayne for Stephen Hawking  
Daniel day lewis for Abraham Lincoln,  
Colin Firth for George the VI, and there are heaps of others. 
Embody yourself well and there’s a reward. 

When God the Son become embodied with a human nature, he received a reward.  
We’re told he was crowned with glory and honor because he suffered death.  
But the prize wasn’t his alone.  
In bringing us to glory it’s a prize that he shared with us. 
That’s why we give him a public holiday,  
and its why we worship and place our trust in him. 

 
I’ll lead us in prayer. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


